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Figure (1.1) p.74
“Overwhelmed with emotion, this Czech mother kisses a Russian soldier in Prague, Czech Republic on May 5, 1945, thanking one who fought to free her beloved home.”
Source: www.theatlantic.com

Figures (1.2 and 1.3) p.74
Two of the many photos depicting Soviet liberators with Czech children, almost always girls, dressed in national Czech costumes. Source: www.tumblr.com

Figures (2.1 and 2.2) p.75
The cover and inside pages of Przekroj magazine, 1956, showing scenes from Theatre on Tarczyńska
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Theatre on Tarczyńska Osmędusze – Harfiarka, 1956. Source: Polish National Digital Archive
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Lech Emfazy Stefański, 1957. Photograph by Irena Jarosińska. Source: www.news.o.pl
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Source: Kirchner:1996, 156-157
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Figure (3.1) p.77
Eduard Vácek (right) early 1980's. Source: E. Vácek, personal archive
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Cover of the Pataphysical journal Clinamen, 1994. Source: E. Vácek, personal archive

Figure (3.3) p.77
“Does your mother have a fur coat? Mine already lost hers!”, back cover of Clinamen, date of publication unspecified. Source: E. Vácek, personal archive
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Snow race with award ceremony, Pataphysical event, early 1980's. Source: E. Vácek, personal archive
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Collective Mapping, an imaginary attic. O.Krasa-Ryabets, Oporto, 2016